Yello!
we are a GROWTH COMPANY

The EDGE Billion Ringgit Club Awards 2015 (4th consecutive year winner)
- Most Profitable Company overall with market cap above RM10 billion
- Most Profitable Company in the Trading and Services sectors.

FORBES Most Innovative Companies 2014
- Digi was the only Malaysian company among Forbes #100 most innovative companies, and the only telecom operator from Asia.

FINANCE ASIA Best Companies 2015
- #1, Best Managed Public Companies Category
- #1, Best Corporate Governance Category

FROST & SULLIVAN Malaysia Excellence Awards 2015
- Mobile Service Provider of the Year
we are LOCAL BUT GLOBAL

A GLANCE AT THE Telenor group

Telenor
Norway
Telenor is the country’s leading telecommunications operator.

Telenor
Sweden
Telenor is the third largest mobile operator in Sweden.

Telenor
Denmark
Telenor is the second largest mobile operator in Denmark.

Telenor
Hungary
Telenor is the second largest mobile operator in Hungary.

Telenor
Serbia
Telenor is the largest mobile operator in Serbia.

Telenor
Montenegro
Telenor is the largest mobile operator in Montenegro.

Telenor
Bulgaria
Global is the second largest operator in Bulgaria.

Telenor
Pakistan
Telenor is the second largest mobile operator in Pakistan.

Uninor
India
Uninor is the Indian greenfield mobile operator. Uninor launched its services in December 2009 and has presence in seven Indian telecom circles.

Grameenphone
Bangladesh
Grameenphone is the largest mobile operator in Bangladesh. Grameenphone is listed on the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) Ltd and the Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE) Ltd.

Telenor
Myanmar
Telenor is the second largest mobile operator in Myanmar. License signed in February 2014. Services to be launched within 6 months. Ambition to become market leader.

dtac
Thailand
dtac is the second largest mobile operator in Thailand and is listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand and the Singapore Exchange.

The Telenor Group is listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange.

major mobile operator in the world with more than 186 million mobile subscribers
33,000 employees and markets with 1.3 billion people.
INSPIRATION
in our corporate DNA
SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is an integral part of who we are and how we do business.
Digi’s Sustainability Framework

Responsible Business Practice

ETHICAL & RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS

WINNING TEAM

CLIMATE CHANGE & ENVIRONMENT

EMPOWER SOCIETIES

Extending Benefits Of Mobile

DIGI’S SUSTAINABILITY

Creating Shared Value

SOCIAL NEED

SHARED VALUE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CORPORATE ASSETS AND EXPERTISE
Strategically aligned in Support of THE GLOBAL GOALS For Sustainable Development

1. NO POVERTY
2. ZERO HUNGER
3. GOOD HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
4. QUALITY EDUCATION
5. GENDER EQUALITY
6. CLEAN WATER AND SANITATION
7. AFFORDABLE AND CLEAN ENERGY
8. DECENT WORK AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
9. INDUSTRY, INNOVATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE
10. REDUCED INEQUALITIES
11. SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES
12. RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION
13. CLIMATE ACTION
14. LIFE BELOW WATER
15. LIFE ON LAND
16. PEACE AND JUSTICE
17. PARTNERSHIPS FOR THE GOALS
“We imagine the internet in the hands of every Malaysian, to inspire a better Malaysia”

Our commitment to enable our communities through the power of internet to inspire a better Malaysia
“Internet as the great equalizer, a basic necessity to drive equitable growth for all. Closing the digital divide will help all members of their societies to seize the opportunity to leapfrog into a digital future”
Nurturing a safer internet for all by building digital resilience and digital citizenship.

Digi Challenge For Change
(Social Purpose Groups)
Partnering social change makers to enable innovative internet solutions

Recognising Malaysians for online creativity and entrepreneurship

Enabling connectivity and easy ownership of smart devices

Help women participate in the digital world
“Partnership in social change makers to enable innovative internet solutions that create sustainable, inclusive socio-economic impact for all communities”
“Every child has a right to have access to connectivity and at the same time be equipped with the right skills to stay safe online. We commit to ensure children can experience the internet in a safe and responsible way”
Digi Empower Societies

Awareness for Adults

DIGI CyberSAFE™
in partnership with Cybersecurity Malaysia
#ReplyForAll-My

300% increase of internet-initiated rape cases in Malaysia between 2010 and 2015

1 in 10 children are asked to upload intimate photos/videos online

Majority victims of internet-initiated rape cases are below 18 years old

80% reported rape cases involve internet acquaintances
“We believe everyone should have access to and benefit from being connected. That’s why we empower women across Malaysia with greater internet connectivity and internet skills so to explore a world full of opportunities online.”
My name is Maszni Binti Haji Abdul Aziz
Nurturing a safer internet for all by building digital resilience and digital citizenship

Partnering social change makers to enable innovative internet solutions

Recognising Malaysians for online creativity and entrepreneurship

Help women participate in the digital world

Enabling connectivity and easy ownership of smart devices

Global platform to share insights on innovation and digital business opportunities

Global platform to connect and share digital communication innovations

in partnership with Cybersecurity Malaysia
Schoolchildren | Teachers | Parents

Digi Challenge For Change
(Social Purpose Groups)
...continuing the journey

Digi Empower Societies

Internet for education

Internet for the elderly

Internet for the deaf

Internet for young changemakers

Internet for climate change

Internet for learning disabilities
Digital Inclusivity
Indigenous youths (climate change)
Learning disabilities
Thank you
#morethan opportunities for young women

Telenor India: Project Sampark
#morethan opportunities for young women

Telenor India: Project Sampark
#morethan transferring funds securely

Telenor Pakistan: Easypaisa
#morethan transferring funds securely

Telenor Pakistan: Easypaisa
#morethan keeping an idea afloat

GRAMEENPHONE: Project Digital Guardian
#morethan keeping an idea afloat

GRAMEENPHONE: Project Digital Guardian
Apply by 5th August 2016
TYF2016: Digitalization for Peace

Join us if you meet the simple requirement below

If you're:

- Malaysian age between 20–28
- Attending or recently completed higher education (university degree or equivalent).
- Tech Savvy
- Proven experience in work for social good.
- Opinionated and Vocal.
- Passionate about driving social, economic, societal change.
- Have a visible social media presence.
In this exciting season of DigiCFC, we are looking for revolutionary mobile app ideas that are able to address the current issues surrounding three main target groups, namely children (below 18 years old), youth (below 40 years old) and women.

**CHILDREN**
- Online & Offline Safety
- Education
- Health & Nutrition
- Child Trafficking
- Cognitive Stimulation

**YOUTH**
- Unemployment
- Business & Entrepreneurship
- Health & Living
- Finance & Investment
- Lifestyle

**WOMEN**
- Business & Entrepreneurship
- Literacy & Accessibility
- Domestic Violence
- Health & Living
- Safety & Security

Thank you
